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Stochastic slope stability analysis of temporary cuts in clay 

Analyse stochastique de la stabilite des pentes d’excavations temporaires dans I’argile

P. Chiasson -  Ecole de G6nie, University de Moncton, NB, Canada 

Z. Djebbari -  CPGI Lt, Calgary, Alb., Canada

ABSTRACT : A stochastic slope stability analysis method based on a total stress analysis is presented. Undrained strength values are 

considered as outcomes of a random process. This random process reproduces the random nature of soil parameters and the associated 

structure o f spatial variability. Virtual deposits, represented by an undrained strength field, are generated with a Cholesky stochastic 

simulation method. For a fixed excavation geometry, a series of generated virtual deposits is submitted to slope stability analyses. This 

creates a series o f factors of safety (Fs) which are realisations o f the Fs random variable. A study is presented in function of geometric 

considerations and o f the stochastic soil model. Results show how statistical parameters such as average factors of safety, or failure 

probabilities, are influenced by the geometry of the slope and the stochastic model.

RESUME : L’article presente une methode stochastique d’analyse de stabilite basee sur une approche en contrainte totale. La resistance 

au cisaillement non-draine est consideree comme la realisation d’une fonction aleatoire qui reproduit la nature aleatoire du sol et sa 

structure spatiale de variability. Des depots virtuels, representes par un champ de resistances au cisaillement, sont generes a l’aide de 

simulations stochastiques. Chaque depot est ensuite soumis a l’analyse de stabilite d ’une geometrie d’excavation donnee. Ceci donne des 

realisations de la variable aleatoire coefficient de securite (Fs). L’etude presente une analyse de la relation entre d’une part, les parametres 

decrivant la geometrie et le modele stochastique et d’autre part, les statistiques du Fs (coefficient moyen, probability de rupture,...).

1. INTRODUCTION

The common approach in designing a slope against slide failure 

is to adopt a set o f design parameters and compute a factor of 

safety (Fs). Selection of a target value for the factor o f safety is 

made in view o f the understanding and knowledge of subsoil 

nature, problem geometry, and consequences of a failure. This 

design approach is said to be deterministic since it is based on a 

fixed set of input variables, yielding a unique output for the 

factor of safety. Although as can be seen, the way design target 

values are selected should be strongly influenced by the 

stochastic nature o f many input variables. This is where a 

deterministic approach becomes more o f an art than a science, 

and some may view this as a drawback.

Stochastic stability analyses try to quantify failure risks of a 

design. This is done by interpreting input variables as random 

variables or random functions. Thus, the end result, i.e. the factor 

of safety, is also a random variable. It will have a mathematical 

expectation (or average value), a standard deviation and a 

statistical law o f distribution. A failure probability (pf) can also 

be obtained by computing the frequency o f outcomes falling 

below the meta-stable value of 1.0.

The way input variables are treated is critical to the end result. 

Most probabilistic approaches use a random variable per strength 

parameters. In these approaches, strength parameter realisations 

are not functions o f their spatial location, i.e. they are identical at 

all locations. Such a model does not correspond to the general 

understanding of soil variability. A more appropriate model uses 

the concept o f spatial autocorrelation. This insures that closely 

spaced locations have, on average, similar values (strongly 

correlated), while distant locations are not correlated or 

independent. Thus, most probabilistic approaches use perfectly 

autocorrelated random fields.

In this paper, the natural soil variability is represented by a 

random function which models spatial autocorrelation. 

Furthermore, the range or autocorrelation distance, which 

represents the minimal distance between locations for 

independence, may be different along horizontal or vertical axes. 

Hence, a greater spatial autocorrelation can be specified 

following a set axis. For soils, this is generally following the 

horizontal axis in view of the formation process of sedimentary 

deposits.

Factors of safety are computed from random field realisations 

(i.e. stochastic simulations). The most critical failure surface is 

found for each new random field realisation. Furthermore, the 

shape of the failure surface is not predetermined, but rather tries 

to take "advantage" of lower strength pockets that may be 

generated in the random field.

A brief description of the stochastic model o f spatial 

variability and the simulation technique used for generating 

random field realisations is presented. Follows an influence study 

of geometric and spatial variability structure on factor of safety 

statistics.

2. STOCHASTIC SLOPE STABILITY METHOD

Undrained strengths o f a soil deposit are modelled as 

regionalised variables (Matheron, 1971 ; Cressie, 1993). The 

appropriateness o f this approach was demonstrated for clayey 

soils by Soulie et al. (1990) and Chiasson et al. (1995). In the 

first study, vane strengths fluctuate around a constant average 

value, while they increase linearly with depth in the second. In 

the method presented here, strength values are modelled along a 

vertical cross-section with the following relationship :

Su(x,z) = m(z) + R(x,z) (1)

where S„ = undrained strength at coordinates (x, z), m = trend 

value at depth z, R = fluctuation component of undrained 

strengths.

The trend m is simply a linear function :

m = A 11+Alz (2)

where Ao = undrained strength at zero depth (kPa), A, = 

undrained strength gradient (kPa/m).

Both coefficients, A0 and A, are user defined. For A, = 0, the 

model of equation (1) represents a material with an undrained 

strength fluctuating around a constant average strength value A .̂ 

Linearly increasing strengths with depth z are obtained when 

A] ^  0.
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Figure 1. Stochastic failure surfaces.

Fluctuation component R is represented by a zero mean 

stationary random function. The variability structure of this 

random function is characterised by a covariogram C(h) or 

spatial covariance (i.e. the autocorrelation function). Three 

mathematical models are available to the user. These are 

spherical, exponential and gaussian. All three are two parameter 

models, i.e. the range "a" and sill value C(0). Range "a" 

represents an autocorrelation distance, while C(0) is the variance 

of the fluctuation component R. The method also supports 

geometric anisotropy of the spatial variability structure, 

permitting two principal axes o f variability. For example, range 

"a" may be different following horizontal or vertical axes. Hence, 

one can model a deposit where variability fluctuates faster in a 

particular direction. This is typical to behaviour o f sedimentary 

deposits, where variability is generally found more rapid in the 

vertical axis. Soulie et al. (1990) and Chiasson et al. (1995) 

found 2.0 m for the vertical range and 10.0 to 30.0 m values in 

the horizontal plane.

The stochastic slope stability method follows two basic steps. 

Step one consists o f generating an undrained strength field 

representing a cross-section of a clay deposit. This is done by 

first laying out a grid o f N2 nodal points according to a user 

defined spacing. Undrained strength values are then simulated at 

each node. Simulation values are obtained by a Cholesky or LU 

decomposition method (Alabert, 1987). For an unconditional 

simulation, the covariance matrix C of grid locations is 

decomposed by the Cholesky algorithm, hence obtaining:

C = L » U  with U = Lt  (3)

The fluctuation component R(x,z) o f equation (1) is then 

obtained by a matrix product o f a vector w, formed of N2 

independent normal deviates, with the lower triangular matrix L:

R = L * w  (4)

The resulting fluctuation follows a Normal law. Adding the trend 

component m (equation 1) produces an unconditional simulation 

of undrained strength values.

Another possible type of simulation is called a conditional 

simulation. These simulations generate values at measurement 

locations which are identical to field measured ones. For a 

conditional simulation, covariance matrix C contains sub

matrices C ,„ C 12 and C22. These are respectively the covariance 

matrices between measurement points, between grid and 

measurement points and between grid points. Cholesky 

decomposition is applied to each of these sub-matrices. Vector R 

is computed using vectors S„ (field measurements), and w2 

(independent normal deviates) with the decomposed sub

matrices. Adding R to the trend component yields a field of 

conditionally simulated undrained strength values. More details 

may be found in Alabert (1987).

The Cholesky decomposition is a highly time consuming step 

in the analysis. Grid nodes and measurement locations do not 

change in a same run and hence the decomposition step only has

to be done once. New simulated undrained strength fields are 

simply obtained by generating a new normal deviate vector and 

by following the same subsequent steps. Hence, only the first 

simulation is highly time consuming. Subsequent simulations 

being very rapidly obtained. The method is very well adapted to 

the problem at hand, which is to generate a high number of 

undrained strength fields in a short computing time.

Step two computes critical factors o f safety for a cut slope 

executed in clay. The clay being represented by an undrained 

strength field as generated in step one. Factors o f safety are 

computed using a limit equilibrium method proposed by Carter 

(1971). For a total stress method (()>„ = 0), which is the method 

used here, Carter’s method yields the same factor of safety 

equation as Janbu’s (1973). The shape of the potential failure 

surface is not defined a priori and is built by joining grid nodes 

with strait lines. Hence, with a low grid spacing, one obtains a 

smooth failure surface. Optimisation of the critical failure surface 

and associated factor o f safety is established through a dynamic 

analysis process (Baker, 1980; Cordier, 1980).

A typical search grid is illustrated in Figure 1. Three critical 

surfaces are also shown, one of which is based on a deterministic 

analysis, i.e. R=0. The two other critical failure surfaces 

correspond to minimum and maximum computed critical Fs in a 

set of N=700 simulated deposits. These show that the grid is 

sufficient to contain practically all critical failure surfaces. 

Insufficient grid size will yield a biased Fs histogram, since the 

critical factor o f safety may sometimes fall outside the grid. On 

the other hand, too large a grid will cause computational 

problems accompanied by excessively long computer times.

PARAMETRIC STUDY OF SLOPE STABILITY

A reference set o f parameters was laid down so to study their 

individual influence on the factor o f safety scatter. In relation to 

slope geometry, the reference set includes excavation depth 

Zc = 8.00 m, slope 1H: 1V and depth of tension crack Z, = 0.00 m. 

As for spatial variability, sill value or undrained strength 

variance is C(0) = a Cll2 = 24 (kPa)2, horizontal and vertical ranges 

are aH= 10.00 m, av = 2.00 m with a spherical covariogram 

model, strength at zero depth Ao = 16.5 kPa and strength gradient 

A, = 1.6 kPa/m. Note also that undrained strength fluctuations 

are normally distributed.

Size N of the generated critical factor o f safety set is chosen in 

function of obtaining stable estimates for the standard deviation 

and mathematical expectation. Although a higher N will always 

yield less statistical scatter in parameter estimates, considerations 

have to be made for excessive computer times. Size N = 700 is 

found to give a satisfactorily stable average value and standard 

deviation, while consuming a reasonable computing time (27 

minutes on a Pentium 90 ®).

Typical factors o f safety histograms are found to follow a 

Normal law when failure probabilities (pr) are low (below 1%). 

Histograms displaying higher failure probabilities have longer 

tails towards low factors o f safety and hence do not obey the 

Normal law. No other probability law was found statistically 

acceptable for this later case. Method of computing failure 

probabilities that are presented in this paper, depends on size N 

and on the ratio o f number of computed failures N r to N. For 

N=700, a ratio N /N  greater than 1% has a satisfactory 

confidence interval and pr is then :

p f  = N , I N  (5)

When Nr is relatively low or null, two options may be used. 

Option one consists o f increasing N so as to obtain a satisfactory 

confidence interval on the ratio N /N . The main inconvenience of 

this option is the high computer times needed for high N values. 

Option two, which is used in this paper, is to estimate pr using a 

Normal law distribution hypothesis combined with computed 

average and standard deviation values of the factor o f safety.

The influence of each parameter is successively studied by 

maintaining constant the remaining of the reference set. Results 

are reported in the following paragraphs.
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Table 1. Factor o f  safety statistics as functions o f  slope angle.
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Figure 2. Stochastic factor o f safety statistics as functions of 

excavation depth.

Excavation depth Ze

With increasing excavation depth Zt, average factor o f safety 

values tend to decrease, following results o f a deterministic 

analysis (Figure 2). But as factors o f safety (Fs) decrease, so does 

the statistical dispersion. This results from a longer critical 

failure surface, causing greater undrained strength regularisation. 

For a constant mathematical expectation, a decreasing scatter 

would decrease the failure probability. Hence, while a decreasing 

average factor o f safety tends to increase the failure risk, a 

decreasing statistical dispersion should do the inverse. Of these 

two statistics, it is the decreasing average that dominates. Since 

for significant failure probabilities, computations indicate 

increasing risks with excavation depth.

Influence o f  slope inclination

It is a well-known fact that decreasing slope angles will increase 

factors o f safety. Unsurprisingly, a stochastic analysis yields the 

same conclusion. Average factors o f safety increase along with a 

reducing pr (Table 1). For the reference cut, failure probabilities 

are at an unacceptable level for a 1H : IV slope, but decrease 

rapidly to more acceptable values for smoother ones. 

Interestingly, factor o f safety standard deviations (ctFs) seem 

practically uninfluenced by slope angles. Slight fluctuations 

reported in Table 1 are more likely due to statistical scatter in 

parameter estimators. Note also that average factors o f safety are 

always less than deterministic values, which are based on a zero 

fluctuation component. Hence, deterministic factors o f safety 

based on an average undrained strength profile do not represent 

the statistical average value.

Influence o f  clay strength variability model

Higher trend values always yield higher factors o f safety (Table 

2). Thus the average Fs may increase considerably. Standard 

deviations are somewhat sensitive to trend values. Augmenting 

A0 or decreasing A, causes some reduction in dispersion (Table

2). In a deterministic analysis, base failure surfaces are critical 

for constant undrained strength soils, while toe failures are 

critical in materials displaying increasing strength with depth. 

Hence, as coefficient A, increases relatively to A, in a stochastic 

analysis, deeper failure surfaces become more frequently critical. 

Since deeper critical failure surfaces are longer in length, it 

follows that undrained strengths are more regularised. This 

causes a reduction in factor o f safety scatter, which is reflected in 

lower standard deviations. Note that results in Table 2 are not for 

the reference slope. These results were computed for a 4.0 m 

excavation in clay with a top 0.50 m fissured layer. This is a

L .
Slope

(xH:lV)

Deter- Average 

ministic

Standard

deviation
Pr

(%)
1 1.145 1.075 0.072 15.2

1.5 1.243 1.175 0.070 0.8
2 1.357 1.294 0.070 0.001
3 1.613 1.521 0.076 4E-10

Table 2. Factor o f safety statistics as a function of trend values

for a 4.0 m excavation with a 1H : 1V slope.

Fs

A„ A, Average Standard Pr
(kPa) (kPa/m) deviation (%)

10 1.4 1.159 0.233 32.5
20 1.4 1.957 0.167 5E-7

30 1.4 2.782 0.156 0
40 1.4 3.589 0.148 0

15 1.0 1.388 0.170 2.2

15 1.6 1.569 0.180 0.08
15 2.2 1.744 0.189 0.004

shallower excavation than the reference cut. All other parameters 

are identical to the reference slope.

Parameters describing the structure of spatial variability such 

as autocorrelation ranges aH and av are found to have an 

important influence on statistical distribution of factors of safety 

(Figure 3). The studied slope stability problem is a 4.0 m deep 

excavation with 1H : IV slopes and a 0.5 m top layer o f fissured 

clay. Other parameters are as stipulated for the reference slope. 

The parametric study is performed by keeping the vertical range 

av constant while varying aH between 0.5 and 100 m. Smaller 

ranges could not be investigated due to numerical limitations 

intrinsic to the LU simulation method.

For av = 0.50 m (Figure 3), decreasing the horizontal range 

will lower statistical scatter and average factor o f safety values. 

All horizontal range values investigated produce average factors 

o f safety that remain below the deterministic value. Thus, a 

deterministic factor of safety computed from average undrained 

strengths (i.e. trend values) does not correspond to the statistical 

average factor of safety. Increasing the horizontal range beyond 

20 m causes very little change to the factor o f safety histogram. 

This behaviour finds an explanation in the scale of the studied 

slope stability problem. The slope extends over a 4 m horizontal 

distance. As the horizontal autocorrelation range increases, 

strengths on a horizontal plane become less spatially variable, at 

least at the scale o f the slope. Thus, the modelled deposit tends 

towards a succession of thin horizontal layers o f constant 

undrained strength. Again, the authors stress that this is scale 

dependant. Considering the analysed problem, 5 times the slope 

scale is sufficient to yield such a behaviour.

Increasing both autocorrelation distances (ay, av) gives higher 

average factors of safety, and tends towards the deterministic 

value. Statistical dispersion also follows the same trend. Thus, 

increasing either vertical or horizontal ranges will translate factor 

of safety histograms towards higher values, while increasing 

statistical scatter. Considering results from this study, when both 

autocorrelation distances are greater than 5 times the slope scale, 

the resulting problem will correspond to a common probabilistic 

slope stability analysis. Remember that in this type of analysis, 

the soil has no spatial variability and fluctuations around the 

trend are represented by a unique random variable. For example, 

if the fluctuation component is o f + 10 units at one location, it is 

also of + 10 units at all other locations. In agreement with results 

reported by Mostyn and Li (1993), taking into account a realistic 

spatial autocorrelation will yield lower statistical dispersions, and 

may considerably decrease the failure probability. For example, a 

negligible failure probability is found for a slope excavated in a 

soil with aH = av = 0.5 m. A more perfectly correlated soil (aH = 

100 m, av = 10 m) has a 2 % failure risk. Thus, a common 

probabilistic analysis would conclude the slope to be unsafe, 

while a more realistic autocorrelation model would declare the 

slope to be very safe ! This result stresses the importance of 

using a realistic spatial variability model.

.......  D eterm inistic Fs

90th percentile  

• —  Ave rage  Fs 

■ * —  10th percentile
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Figure 3. Factor o f safety statistics as functions o f horizontal 

autocorrelation distance aH (av=0.50 m).

In a typical set o f measurements describing a soil profile, random 

fluctuations do not always only originate from soil variability. A 

component of these fluctuations may be due to random errors 

originating from the soil testing method. To evaluate the 

influence of this type of error, the fluctuation component R(x,z) 

of Equation 1 is replaced by a pure nugget effect. Thus, all 

random fluctuations around the vertical trend are purely a 

consequence of random error. A slope stability analysis 

conducted for such a random field gives an average factor of 

safety identical to the deterministic value. Furthermore, the 

factor of safety standard deviation is zero ! This indicates that 

random measurement errors do not contribute to statistical 

dispersion of the end result, i.e. the factor o f safety. How can this 

be, since one would believe that random errors would cause 

some sort of uncertainty in factors o f safety ? In a case where 

fluctuations are pure random error, all locations S; = (xi5 z,) in the 

random field are individual independent random variables. For 

example, R(x, z) and R(x, z + e ) are two independent random 

variables. Thus, random errors yield no pseudo weak or firm 

pockets. Computing available undrained strengths along a 

potential shear surface is similar to averaging a series o f point 

variables. Beacher (1987) demonstrated that the variance of the 

average of a point value along a length L decreases rapidly as the 

autocorrelation distance decreases. Since the modelled random 

error is a pure nugget effect, it has no spatial structure. This by 

definition corresponds to aH = av ->■ 0. Thus, the variance of the 

average strength (or total strength) along the failure surface 

vanishes.

In a case where measurements yield fluctuations that are 

explainable by a pure random error, a deterministic analysis 

using the average trend is all that is necessary. When part of the 

fluctuation component comes from random error, the user may 

simply subtract the random error variance from the total value to 

obtain the spatial structure variance of the soil. The stochastic 

slope stability analysis is then executed only with the spatial 

structure variance. A word of caution though, since estimating 

the random error variance is not without certain risks. Nugget 

effect inference from an experimental estimator o f the 

autocorrelation function (i.e. the variogram) may not only be 

caused by random error. Another possible cause is the presence 

of a micro structure. Such a spatial structure goes undetected by 

the variogram since it is hidden within measurement spacing. If 

the data spacing is high, great care should be taken in choosing a 

suitable spatial structure. A conservative approach consists of 

using an autocorrelation range equivalent to the smallest data 

spacing. The designer will thus obtain a higher failure probability 

than if a pure nugget effect hypothesis is used.

CONCLUSIONS

Average factors of safety and statistical dispersion are found to 

decrease as the depth of a sloped excavation increases. Increasing 

slope abruptness also yields higher failure probabilities since

average factor o f safety values decrease while statistical scatter 

remains practically uninfluenced. As a preliminary design 

approach, failure probabilities may be approximated for other 

slope angles by combining statistical dispersion computed for 

one slope angle with the general trend obtained from a 

deterministic analysis.

The spatial variability model is found to be an important factor 

of influence of slope failure probability. Traditional stochastic 

analyses, which use perfectly spatially autocorrelated materials 

(i.e. strength as a single random variable), are too conservative. 

Failure probabilities of such models are much greater than those 

computed for more realistic random fields that take into account 

spatial autocorrelation. Hence, they fail to correctly evaluate the 

level of confidence that can be placed in a particular design.

For spatially autocorrelated soils, deterministic factors of 

safety computed from average strength trends do not correspond 

to average stochastic factors o f safety (except for the case of a 

perfectly autocorrelated soil). Deterministic values are found 

systematically higher than the later. Stochastic critical slope 

failure surfaces are not unique, but they are somewhat influenced 

by the deterministic one. A constant average strength tends to 

yield deeper stochastic surfaces, while an increasing strength 

with depth gives shallower ones more frequently.

As a consequence o f spatial variability structure (and of 

fluctuation variance, which is not discussed in this paper), there 

are no simple relationship between average factors o f safety (or 

deterministic values) and failure probabilities. For instance, a 

high average factor o f safety with a high statistical dispersion 

may produce a higher failure probability than one with a lower 

average and standard deviation.
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